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SystemM Shelf

SystemM Shelf is a modular system of vertical wall profiles in various lengths
which allow the mounting of shelves, corpora, panels and tables in any position.
The grid dimensions are 80 and 120 cm. The suspension is carried out by bottom
supports which can be inserted from the front into the profile and placed in the
grid of 4 cm. The grid is inside the profiles and almost invisible. Numerous
elements are available for mounting, usually even with different depths to allow
configurations according to individual requirements. The interior fittings of the
corpora can be provided with various applications for private use as well as for
use in the office. All accessories can later easily be added. In addition to being
able to mount the vertical wall profiles directly onto the wall, the shelf can also
be mounted in front of the wall supported on the floor. Then most loads will be
discharged to the ground.We call it ground-based wall mounting.

SystemM Sideboard -Wall mounted

SystemM Sideboard is a modular system consisting of corpora with different
heights which are hung side by side on invisible horizontal wall profiles. The grid
dimensions are 80 and 120 cm. The corpora in the heights of 0.5, 1, 1.5 and 2 file
levels can be combined with one another as desired. The equipment is
individual: open, with hinged doors or drawers. The interiors can be realized with
a variety of assignments for private use as well as for office use. All accessories
can later easily be added. Everything can be reassembled and changed: first
hung on the wall and then placed on the floor because the same corpus can be
placed free on feet as well as on castors up to a height of 1.5 file levels.
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SystemM Sideboard - Free-standing

SystemM Sideboard is a modular system consisting of corpora with different
heights that can be combined side by side. The grid dimensions are 80 and 120
cm. The corpora in the heights of 0.5, 1, 1.5, 2 and 3 file levels can be placed on
feet as well as on castors up to a height of 1.5 file levels. The equipment is
individual: open, with hinged doors or drawers. The interior fittings can be used
in various applications for private use as well as for office use. Safety brackets or
counterweights are used to secure against the wall or as a weight to compensate
the use of drawers.
Back panels are available for free positioning of the corpora in the room. All
accessories can later easily be added. And if the situation changes the same
corpus can be hung on the wall with a horizontal wall profile up to a height of 2
file levels.


